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Abstract 

 
The current focus of the industry’s improvement efforts is NFT financialization.  One of the 
reasons for this endeavor not having proceeded as smoothly as the development of 
decentralized finance (DeFi) is the difficulty at obtaining effective and fair NFT pricing. 
Several types of NFT liquidity solutions were introduced in the Wanxiang Blockchain’s 

Research Report Issue 232 titled “NFT Liquidity Solutions and Regulation.” These 
solutions use the FT transaction prices to derive and reveal the investors’ embedded NFT 
values, thereby improving the pricing process to some extent. Another important approach 
is improving the NFT price discovery process directly through the design of the market 
mechanism. 
 
At present, the main transaction methods adopted in mainstream NFT trading markets 
such as OpenSea are fixed-price sale, English (ascending-price) auction, or Dutch 
(descending-price) auction. In a buyer-dominated market, sellers who quote first are in a 
very unfavorable position under the fixed-price transaction method, and it is difficult for 
them to obtain a fair price. Even in the case of traditional auctions, bidders still tend to bid 
low prices. It was highlighted in the Wanxiang Blockchain’s Research Report Issue 158 
titled “NFT Financialization Framework” that most NFTs in the current market embody both 
private and public values. Auction lots with a public value bear the problem of the winner’s 
curse regardless if these were placed under an English or Dutch auction. Bidders tend to 
bid low prices to avoid that curse as much as possible because they lack access to a 
sufficient number of other bidders’ valuation information during the price discovery process. 
As such, the two main solutions to enhance NFT pricing efficiency are to improve the 
existing NFT auction mechanism and establish an NFT price index to provide participants 
with as much information as possible. 
 
However, there exists another significant problem in the NFT market: investors are easily 
led into participation in fraud, Ponzi schemes, or unfair competition due to information 
asymmetry. Examples include falsifying transaction records through wash trading; issuing 
supposedly limited NFTs in another market surreptitiously, thereby disrupting investors’ 
judgment on the NFTs’ market value; and the unfair phenomenon of a minority of people 
having an advantage and rushing to make purchase, which often occurs during the issuing 
process of new NFTs. It is necessary to increase the transparency of market information 
and introduce the requisite regulatory measures to address these issues and strengthen 
investor protection and market integrity. 
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Some improved pricing mechanisms and NFT pricing information products have since 
emerged in the market. Their details will be discussed next in this article. 
 
Key words：NFT Pricing Mechanisms 
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Chapter 1 Pricing Mechanisms 
 
Auction is a pricing method that applies the game theory to the marketization of resource 
allocation. Participants have their own psychological pricing for each NFT, and they often 
have to determine an optimal offer without having known the other participants’ 
psychological pricing. Considering that the availability of additional information leads to 
better pricing, the market mechanism should be designed to better aggregate participants’ 
private information, thereby incentivizing them to bid honestly based on their own 
psychological expectations. 

 

1. Simultaneous multiple round auctions (SMRAs) 
Paul R. Milgrom and Robert B. Wilson, both economists at the Stanford University, 
proposed SMRA, for which they were awarded the Nobel Prize 2020 in Economic Sciences. 
This auction mechanism addresses the winner’s curse and other issues inherent to 
previous auction mechanisms. 
 
Earlier, Milgrom and his collaborator Robert Weber proposed a value-added model 
containing the information of both private and public values, as well as the concept of 
relational evaluation. The value-added model assumes that a bidder’s valuation of a lot is 
directly dependent on the private information of all the bidders. That information is 
interconnected rather than being independently distributed. This interconnection is 
reflected in the participants’ bids, with bidders adjusting their evaluations of lots after having 
observed other bidders’ bids. This characteristic of interconnectivity is highly suitable for 
describing the bidding process in the NFT market, which is predominantly speculative. In 
the absence of sufficient evaluation information, NFTs are often either being snapped up 
or suffer from extreme illiquidity. 
 
The aforementioned model was subsequently applied to the proposed SMRA mechanism, 
which caters to multiple lots with potentially interdependent values. Multiple lots are 
accepted for simultaneous bidding in each SMRA round. Participants submit separate 
sealed bids for one or more lots that they are interested in. The auctioneer only announces 
the highest bidding price of each lot after each round of bidding. This is then adopted as 
the starting price for different lots in subsequent auctions until it is replaced by a higher 
bidding price. SMRA allows bidders to observe the auction scenario of all the lots by 
combining portions of private information revealed in each round. In doing so, they are able 
to bid arbitrarily between alternative and complementary lots, thereby increasing their 
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efficiency when pricing lots. The auctioneer also benefits from motivating bidders to make 
bids actively and increase the lots’ expected returns. 
 
PawnHouse is striving to have the SMRA mechanism applied to the pricing of non-standard 
assets including NFTs. However, the process is likely to be off-chain to prevent the 
disclosure of all participants’ bids in each auction round, meaning that a certain risk of 
centralization still exists. PawnHouse is also proposing the issuance of PawnTickets, a 
mortgage-like secured loan, to provide additional information for valuing mortgage NFTs 
based on the multiple transaction prices of PawnTickets in actual circulation. This design 
precisely corresponds to using the repeated transaction method to construct an NFT price 
index as proposed in the Wanxiang Blockchain’s Research Report Issue 158 titled “NFT 
Financialization Framework.” 
 

2. Floor-price auctions 
Sellers are required under the fixed-price model to determine a price that they are willing 
to accept based on their own expectations and abilities, and then await potential buyers to 
make a purchase transaction. A loss will be incurred if the price is set too low (selling assets 
at a bargain), but there will be no buyer if the price is set too high. Alpha Finance Lab has 
proposed the Alpha Buy Wall (ABW), which is a platform for floor-price auctions that grants 
sellers the initiative to choose (Figure 1). Potential buyers of the same NFT series can 
submit bids on the ABW, and the highest bid forms the buy wall (BW) of that NFT series. 
Sellers who own this NFT series can quickly sell their NFTs to obtain Ethers once the BW 
reaches their expected price. 
 

 
Figure 1. Interface for ABW’s products 
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ABW differs from general British auctions in that the BW price applies to all NFTs in the 
same series, meaning that it represents the series’ floor price. It is also different from 
protocols such as NFTX (a liquidity solution that similarly characterizes floor prices) in that 
ABW requires buyers to disclose their own valuation information first. NFT holders do not 
have to lock their NFTs into smart contracts during the NFT pricing process, which gives 
them the absolute control of their assets. It is foreseeable that the floor-price bid of the 
same NFT series on ABW will be lower than that on NFTX. If the ABW bid is higher than 
NFTX, NFTs can be purchased from NFTX at lower prices through composable arbitrage 
for sale on ABW. From this perspective, ABW does not seem that attractive to sellers. 
 

3. Radical auction 
Radical auction is another auction model proposed by the industry. Its mechanism 
encourages bidders to bid such that a lot’s price can rapidly converge toward a reasonable 
market price. The lot’s price increases through monotonic acceleration according to the 
system’s pre-set joint curve model, and bidders who participate in price discovery get to 
enjoy earnings and compensations corresponding to the risks. 
 
Referencing the radical market theory, Top Bidder uses the Ethereum’s smart contract to 
realize the issuance and auction mechanism of radical NFTs (rNFTs), a form of encrypted 
asset with non-permanent possession. The Top Bidder protocol is an adaptation of ERC-
721 standard with an automatic bidding mechanism embedded the contract template. Any 
bidder can directly obtain ownership of an rNFT at the protocol level by bidding 10% higher 
than the previous bidder’s bid. This endows all rNFTs with a natural automatic pricing 
mechanism, making the transaction compatible with, but not dependent on, the traditional 
NFT auction platform. Consequently, asset liquidity is enhanced, value autonomy is 
realized, and the copyright owner is able to continue being entitled to transaction sharing 
in the secondary market. 
 
Auctioning of rNFT works that are minted based on this protocol starts at the fixed price of 
0.05 ETH. Additionally, a fixed 0.05 ETH increase applies for each of the first ten 
transactions. For subsequent bids, each bidder is required to raise the price by no less 
than 10% of the previous bid. After each successful bid increase, 30% of the price 
difference is allocated to holders from the previous round, 50% is allocated to the copyright 
owner, and the remaining 20% is distributed to the governance and referrer pools as 
income and incentive, respectively (Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. Revenue distribution per round of rNFT auction 

 
Such radical auction is characterized by being in a constant state of awaiting auction. All 
holders only own their respective rNFT for a certain period of time and they may be bought 
out at any time, which raises their cost of collection to a certain extent. Under the design 
concept of Top Bidder, crypto artworks are not only being held by the collectors under 
private property rights but also exist in the form of public goods that are shared by the 
entire cryptocurrency community. When buyers purchase rNFTs, the purpose of doing so 
goes beyond the mere acquisition of digital files; instead, the desire is to have sole 
ownership over the work with the rights being recognized by the entire community. This is 
also a means through which the buyers fund artists and their artistic creations. The buyer 
with the highest bid is the “best sponsor,” with only one such sponsor and holder of the 
work existing at any one time. The sponsor owns the right to display the work on NFT 
platforms such as Cryptovoxel and Showtime. In essence, the rNFT auction and 
transaction processes correspond to the transference of the “best sponsor” status. 
 
The holder is able to trade NFT through traditional NFT trading platforms such as OpenSea. 
However, the pending order on an auction platform will be automatically invalidated when 
another buyer successfully buys over the work through the automatic bidding mechanism. 
In the scenario where a person had submitted a high bid for the rNFT and is eager to bail 
out for liquidity but there is no bid by new bidders any time soon, the person can still resell 
the rNFT through traditional NFT trading platforms. With the resale, the rNFT retains the 
last auction price recorded by the token itself. However, the new holder becomes the 
beneficiary of the next auction bid instead. 
 
The TopBidder protocol is a rare project that clearly stipulates user rights and interests in 
the user manual. An rNFT holder has the rights to display and resell the work, but does not 
have the right to issue derivatives of the asset (such as making physical models of the 
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work for sale). The artist alone owns the original copyright of the work and can use it for 
issuing and distributing derivatives. However, the artist must ensure that only one collector 
in the world owns the work at any one time. 
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Chapter 2 Pricing Information 
Products 
 
Other than improving the auction mechanism, information products related to NFT prices 
can also reduce information asymmetry and help participants optimize their pricing 
strategies. Some products focusing on such services have already appeared on the market, 
with Upshot being a more representative example. 
 

1. Pricing forecasts based on machine learning 
 
Upshot uses machine learning algorithms to consolidate NFTs’ historical transaction data 
and information on their characteristics for the purpose of forecasting future price trends 
(Figure 3). 
 

 
Figure 3. Upshot’s forecasts are stored on the Polygon blockchain  

 
One of its representative achievement was predicting the auction results for 101 Bored Ape 
Yacht Club (BAYC). Sotheby’s online auction of the Bored Ape NFTs was scheduled on 
September 2021. Using the information of other NFTs in the series, Upshot was able to 
forecast a price that approximated the final transaction price (Figure 4) approximately 12 
hours in advance. 1  Its forecast was also obviously superior to the highest forecasted 

 
1 
https://mirror.xyz/0x82FE4757D134a56BFC7968A0f0d1635345053104/C8NF3bsfYi0nWUMG247pGEu9x1Lwc37v
pp9jLXx2Mus 
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https://mirror.xyz/0x82FE4757D134a56BFC7968A0f0d1635345053104/C8NF3bsfYi0nWUMG247pGEu9x1Lwc37vpp9jLXx2Mus
Kris Lee
The order of Figures 3 and 4 have been swapped to follow the logical flow of the main text.
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price that Sotheby's had published. 
 

 

Figure 4. Sotheby’s auction results for 101 BAYC 
 

2. Evaluation based on the determinant-based mutual 

information (DMI) algorithm 
In addition, Upshot has launched Upshot One, a question & answer protocol. It is similar 
to the Oracle aggregation pricing information, with the evaluation process being completed 
through the following steps: asking, answering, selection, scoring, and forking. 
 
The requestor submits a number of questions to Upshot One (which helps it to better price 
NFTs) and stakes rewards. Questions must have fixed options such as “yes/no” instead of 
being open-ended. Anyone can stake a certain amount of tokens to answer the questions, 
and the system randomly selects three groups of submitted answers for scoring. The 
random algorithm uses the verifiable random function (VRF) service provided by Chainlink 
to generate a random seed and associate it with the hash value of a future ETH block to 
ensure the unpredictability of the random results. The proportion of tokens staked by the 
respondent positively correlates to the probability of their answers being drawn. 
 
At the scoring stage, the system adopts a DMI mechanism to measure the honesty level 
of the respondents. The purpose is to determine the credibility of their answers.2,3 After 

 
2 
https://mirror.xyz/0x82FE4757D134a56BFC7968A0f0d1635345053104/FpGEu1ucwJgUC1ti5ANvgorE1m70TIKcqu
NDFJ231Uo 
3 https://arxiv.org/pdf/1911.00272.pdf 
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the DMI algorithm has examined the answers provided by the respondent j and aligned it 
against that provided by the requestor i, the process is divided into two parts (T1 and T2 in 
Figure 5). The two parts are then converted into the respective correlation matrices (M1 
and M2 in Figure 5) for calculating the product of the matrix determinants. The honesty 
level of respondent i is finally arrived at by iterating j and summing up the products. The 
final answers are those submitted by the respondent with the highest level of honesty. That 
respondent may also receive a reward based on their honesty score. Finally, the forking 
mechanism provides the requestors who wish to subscribe to a feed of resolutions that 
reflects their subjectivity with the option of reserving their preferences. 
 

 

Figure 5. Calculation process of the DMI algorithm  
 
Theoretically, the DMI mechanism, which ensures the submission of honest answers to the 
posed questions, is the most profitable strategy for respondents. It also requires fewer 
honest respondents to function. The mechanism examines the relevance of answers by 
various respondents and scores them according to the relevance of their answers to that 
submitted by others. This means that respondents are scored solely on their answers, and 
their scores in turn determine their rewards. Given this incentive, respondents who are 
confident in answering the questions honestly tend to place higher stakes in exchange for 
the reward. 
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Kris Lee
* The source text states “并遍历所有答题人j加总，即得到最终答题人i的诚实度”.* Given that the subjects of these two phrases are similar (i.e., the responding party/答题人), the “i” in the second phrase should be “j” instead.* The translation was based on this interpretation. Please check that this is in line with the author’s original intentions.
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Chapter 3 Thoughts and Conclusion 
 
The crux to improving the efficiency of NFT pricing discovery mechanisms is to aggregate 
the NFT valuation information of multiple parties. The SMRA mechanism and pricing 
information products are basically working toward this direction. SMRA allows participants 
to acquire the distribution of bids for all lots by aggregating bidders’ bid information for a 
group of lots at the same time, and subtly revealing the highest bid for each lot. This 
provides valuable information for reference when participants adjust their strategies. 
However, this auction process may not necessarily gain the trust of blockchain users 
because it relies on centralized coordination. The risk of centralization of this product can 
be reduced through the introduction of a simple privacy computing (through determining 
the maximum value). 
 
Both floor-price and radical auctions are proposals to address sellers’ pain points. The 
former method allows sellers to request that buyers bid for an NFT series in advance 
without having first listed the NFTs, thereby giving sellers additional flexibility when making 
their choices. However, the opportunities for arbitrage that exist between this product and 
protocols such as NFTX can easily lead to low bids. The latter method replaces the concept 
of NFT collectors with that of NFT patrons and proposes a new standard with an embedded 
automatic bidding mechanism that is different from ERC721. The NFTs minted based on 
this standard can undergo the entire NFT auction process without the constraints of a 
trading platform. Additionally, the pricing difference between each round of auction is 
distributed as a reward to the copyright owner and sponsors of the previous rounds. 
However, this kind of agreement can easily become a Ponzi scheme involving a game of 
“passing the parcel” when the underlying value of the NFT is unclear and it is not subject 
to review by third-party platforms. The person who eventually ends up with the “parcel” will 
face difficulties when trying to sell and liquidate it. 
 
Information products that forecast NFT pricing trends using machine learning algorithms 
as the basis have been launched in the market. These products have certain advantages 
over the evaluation prices provided by traditional auction houses when they are used to 
forecast the total price of a group of large quantities of NFTs (hundreds of pieces). However, 
these may not be as effective in forecasting the specific pricing of a single NFT. The DMI-
based research and evaluation method adopts a theoretical model to calculate the honesty 
of information providers and motivates all parties to participate through tokenized 
incentives. If this model generates good results, it can also be used in the construction of 
other credit products. 
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Disclaimer 

The information contained in this document has been compiled by HashKey Group (as defined below) 

from sources believed to be reliable, but no representation or warranty express or implied is made 

by HashKey Group, its affiliates or any other person as to its fairness, reasonableness, reliability, 

accuracy, completeness or correctness. All illustrations, examples or forward-looking information (if 

any) contained in this document have been provided in good faith for illustrative purposes only as of 

the date of this document, and are not intended to serve as, and must not be relied upon as, a 

guarantee, an assurance, a prediction or a definitive statement of fact or probability. Whilst efforts 

are made to ensure the accuracy and completeness of the information contained in this document 

at the time of publication, errors or omissions may occur. Past performance is not a guide to future 

performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. HashKey 

Group reserves the right to correct any errors or omissions, and to change or update information at 

any time without prior notice. 

 

Each legal jurisdiction has its own laws regulating the types of investments and/or services which 

may be offered to its residents and/or in its jurisdiction, as well as the process for doing so. As a 

result, certain investment products or services discussed in this document may not be eligible for 

sale or offered in some jurisdictions. This document is not an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer 

to purchase any investments or services. Unless otherwise specified, HashKey Group does not hold 

itself out to be licensed to carry on regulated activities in any jurisdiction. Additionally, providing this 

material is not, and under no circumstances should be construed to act as a regulated business in 

any jurisdiction by any person or company that is not legally permitted to carry on such regulated 

business in that jurisdiction. 

 

Nothing in this document constitutes legal, accounting, or tax advice, and you are advised to seek 

independent legal, tax and accounting advice prior to acting upon anything contained in this 

document. The contents of this material have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority. 

Investors are advised to exercise caution in relation to any investments or services in relation to this 

document. If you are in doubt about any of the contents of this material, you should obtain 

independent professional advice. 

 

To the full extent permitted by law, neither HashKey Group nor any of its affiliates accepts any liability 

whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use of this document or the 

information contained herein. No information contained in this document may be reproduced or 

copied by any means without the prior written consent of HashKey Group. 

 

“HashKey Group” is a brand name to describe any one or more entities of the group companies 

composed of HashKey Digital Asset Group Limited and its Affiliates. 
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HashKey Group is Asia’s leading end-to-end digital asset management and finance house. 
Headquartered in Hong Kong and with operations in Singapore and Tokyo, HashKey 
Group empowers institutional investors to capture high-potential investment opportunities 
in digital assets and blockchain technology. The company’s core businesses include a 
proposed digital asset exchange, a full-service brokerage platform, an institutional-grade 
custody service and a venture capital fund invested in blockchain companies and digital 
asset projects globally. 
 
HashKey provides unparalleled access to blockchain research, developers, and 
technologies. HashKey also has extensive partnerships with leading FinTech ventures, 
academic institutions, and industry associations. 
 
With a top senior leadership team bringing decades of investment and trading experience, 
strong business execution and deep market insights, HashKey has a firmwide commitment 
to upholding the highest compliance and regulatory standards in the digital assets 
economy. 

 
For more information 
www.hashkey.com 
contact@hashkey.com  
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